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A B S T R A C T

Electromotive force (EMF) voltage curves are regularly determined to facilitate in-depth understanding of
aging mechanisms of C6/LiFePO4 batteries during cycling. The irreversible capacity losses under various
cycling conditions and temperatures are accurately obtained from the extrapolated EMF curves and are
found to increase with cycle number and time. A new mathematical extrapolation method is proposed to
distinguish between calendar ageing and cycling-induced ageing. The capacity losses due to calendar
aging are obtained by extrapolating the total irreversible capacity losses to zero cycle number. It is found
that calendar ageing increases logarithmically in time. On the other hand, cycling-induced ageing is
accurately determined by extrapolating the capacity losses to zero time. In this case the capacity losses
are found to increase linearly with cycle number. It is furthermore found that iron dissolution from the
cathode at 60  C and the subsequent deposition onto the anode enhances signiﬁcantly the SEI formation
on the graphite electrode and, consequently, battery ageing. Interestingly, the graphite electrode decay
has been quantiﬁed in much more detail, by analyzing the dV EMF =dQ curves. The analyses show that the
electrode decay can be related to both the structural deterioration and the inter-layer surface blockage of
the graphite electrode, as has also been experimentally conﬁrmed by Raman and XPS spectroscopy.
ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Li-ion is a rapidly developing battery technology which is
nowadays widely applied in many devices due to the favorable
performance compared to traditional rechargeable battery chemistries, such as lead-acid, NiCd and NiMH [1]. The application of
Li-ion batteries in electric vehicles (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles
(HEV) has recently drawn major attention. The replacement of
internal-combustion-engine driven vehicles by EV is considered to
be an effective way to mitigate the air pollution problems in large
cities.
Aging of Li-ion batteries is one of the most important issues in
the development of EV and HEV. Many studies have been carried
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out to investigate the cycling performance of Li-ion batteries in
order to understand the underlying aging mechanisms [2–23]. For
example, Li et al. [2–4] have investigated the battery capacity
degradation by both experimental and simulations. Dubarry et al.
[5–7] studied the battery aging on the basis of dQ=dV analysis and
Safari et al. [8–10] have investigated the capacity fade of LFP
batteries under different cycling temperatures. Christensen et al.
[21] discussed the battery capacity loss by mathematical
simulations and Smith et al. have investigated battery aging under
a low current and elevated temperatures [22]. Cyclable Li-ion
losses and electrode materials decay are considered to be the most
important degradation mechanisms [24–28]. The irreversible
capacity losses due to Li immobilization are mainly attributed to
the SEI formation onto the graphite electrode. Volume changes
induced by cycling and active materials blockage are considered to
be the main reasons, causing the graphite electrode decay [29–34].
In addition, metal dissolution from the cathode at elevated
temperatures and the subsequent deposition onto the anode leads
to accelerated battery capacity losses. Cathode dissolution is
considered to result from water contamination in the electrolyte
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2. Experimental
For the cycling experiments a set of cylindrical C6/LiFePO4
(ANR26650) 2.3 Ah batteries (A123) has been selected. The
electrochemical experiments were carried out with a Maccor
automatic cycling equipment. The batteries, subjected to the
cycling experiments, were kept in climate chambers in order to
control the temperature at 20, 40 and 60  C.
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2.3. XPS measurements
In order to investigate the deposition of Fe on the graphite
electrode upon cycling, XPS measurements have been carried out
on the graphite electrodes, dismantled from the batteries cycled
under various conditions. The batteries were fully discharged at
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Fig. 1. (a) EMF extrapolation procedure based on various discharge voltage curves
obtained from the characterization cycles. (b) Extrapolated EMF curves as a function
of cycle number at 2C discharge rate and 60  C.

Table 1
Matrix of cycling conditions for LFP batteries.
Duration of each cycle (hours)

Temperature

Current (C-rate)

20  C

40  C

60  C

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0

capacity ðQ 0max Þ and the maximum capacity during cycling (Q tmax )
were obtained from the extrapolated EMF curves. Details of the
extrapolation technique can be found elsewhere [42–45].

in Table 1. The maximum capacity after aging Q tmax was obtained
from the extrapolated EMF curves (Fig. 1b).
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After the initial characterization process has been completed all
batteries were cycled under various conditions as summarized in
Table 1. Since the cycling current is different in these experiments,
the cycling time of each cycle is strongly dependent on the current.
All batteries were regularly re-characterized after approximately
every 20 days. Note that the actual duration of each cycle for a
given discharge current is also varying due to the decreasing
battery capacity upon cycling, as is indicated by the duration range
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2.1. Battery characterization
Before conducting the cycling experiments all batteries were
activated for 5 cycles at room temperature. The characterization
processes were subsequently carried out at 20, 40 and 60  C,
corresponding to the cycling temperatures, to obtain the EMF
curves. During characterization all batteries were charged in the
constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) mode. A 1C charging
rate was used in the CC-mode followed by CV charging at 3.6 V
during 2 hours. The batteries were then discharged at various
constant currents (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 C-rate) in
the subsequent cycles, using a cut-off voltage of 1.6 V. On the basis
of these sets of discharge curves, the EMF was extracted by
extrapolation at either constant SoC (vertical extrapolation) or
constant voltage (horizontal extrapolation) at the end of the
discharge process as shown in Fig. 1a. The maximum initial storage
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[35–41]. Materials decay reduces the electrode capability to
reversibly accommodate Li-ions but, simultaneously, also increase
the electrodes resistance [14,15].
C6/LiFePO4 (LFP) batteries are excellent candidates to investigate battery aging as the cathode has outstanding stability
properties at moderate temperatures and the focus can therefore
be put on the anode degradation processes. In the present
contribution the degradation of LFP batteries have been studied
under various operating conditions. The inﬂuence of the cycle
number and time on the irreversible capacity losses will be
discussed in details. The anode capacity losses caused by the
structural degradation of the graphite electrode have been
analyzed on the basis of the dV EMF =dQ curves. The anode
degradation has been experimentally conﬁrmed by Raman
spectroscopy. Iron dissolution and precipitation, induced at
elevated temperatures is conﬁrmed by XPS spectroscopy.

Voltage / V
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22.6  19.3
5.5  4.8
2.3  2.2
2.1 1.8

1C-rate before opening these in an Argon glove box, and small
pieces of the graphite electrodes were cut and rinsed by pure
solvent (Diethyl Carbonate). The samples were transferred to the
XPS equipment in a closed container in order to reduce the
inﬂuence of moisture and air. XPS analyses were carried out on a KAlpha system (Thermo Scientiﬁc) with a resolution of 0.2 eV, using
an Al K a monochromatic irradiation (1486.6 eV) at a working
pressure smaller than 7.108 bar. Depth proﬁling was carried out,
using Ar ion-beam sputtering with 500 eV. The sputtering rate was
equivalent to 0.26 nm/s on Ta2O5.
2.4. Raman measurements
Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze the structural
degradation of the graphite electrode after the cycling experiments
have been completed. The dismantled electrodes were rinsed by
Diethyl Carbonate and dried in the vacuum chamber for 1 week
before the Raman measurements were carried out. The excitation
wavelength was supplied by an internal He-Ne 632 nm laser. The
laser beam diameter was 1.2 mm. Raman mapping of the anode
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surface was carried out across a typical 40  40mm area with a
0:8mm lateral resolution, using a software-controlled motorized
XY stage.
3. Results
Fig. 1b shows an example of the development of the
extrapolated EMF curves upon cycling at a 2C discharge rate at
60  C. The curves correspond to different indicated cycle numbers.
It is clearly found that the maximum storage capacities Q tmax
declines signiﬁcantly upon cycling at this temperature. Since the
LiFePO4 electrode has a wide and ﬂat voltage region, the three
voltage plateaus observed in Fig. 1b, denoted by I, II and III, must be
attributed to the graphite electrode. Region I corresponds to the
dense stage 1 of the intercalation process; Region II corresponds to
stage 2 and Region III includes stage 3, stage 4 and the as-denoted
dilute stage 1 L [46,47].
3.1. Irreversible capacity loss
The total irreversible capacity loss (DQ ir ) after cycling is deﬁned
as

DQ ir ¼ Q 0max  Q tmax :

ð1Þ

Fig. 2a shows the development of DQ ir under various
discharging current conditions as a function of cycle number
and cycling time at 60  C. DQ ir clearly increases with both cycle
number and cycling time, as is indicated by the red and blue
arrows, respectively. For a given cycle time DQ ir increases
signiﬁcantly with increasing discharge current as the cycle number
is obviously much larger at higher currents. In order to identify the
inﬂuence of time on the total irreversible capacity loss and to
exclude the cycling effect, mathematical extrapolation towards
zero current was effectively applied. The irreversible capacity
losses obtained by linear extrapolation of the capacity losses at low
C-rates toward zero current is deﬁned as calendar ageing (DQ ca
ir ).
Obviously DQ ca
ir only depends, in a logarithmic way, on time and
not on the current and cycle number.
Fig. 2b shows the development of DQ ir as a function of cycle
number up to 300 cycles as this is the maximum cycle number that
has been reached under low current cycling conditions. Again, DQ ir
increases with both cycle number and time. For a given cycle
number, DQ ir increases with decreasing current, as is indicated by
the blue arrow. The reason for this behavior is related to the much
longer duration of the cycling experiments at lower currents, as
was also indicated in Table 1. Similarly, in order to eliminate the
inﬂuence of calendar ageing and to ﬁnd the exclusive inﬂuence of
cycling, the total irreversible capacity losses have been mathematically extrapolated to zero time, as is indicated by the red region in
Fig. 2b. The irreversible capacity loss due to cycling has been
attributed to the SEI formation on the graphite electrode and the
volumetric changes of this electrode upon (dis)charging [2]. It has
been shown that under these conditions the existing SEI layer is
partly peeled off, liberating new uncovered graphite surface where
new SEI will start to grow [2]. The capacity loss related to this
[2]. Strikingly, a
peeling off process has been denoted as DQ peel
ir
and cycle number n is found in
linear relationship between DQ peel
ir
Fig. 2b, which is in line with the model prediction reported before
will be given in Section 4.
[2]. A detailed discussion of DQ peel
ir

Fig. 3 shows an overview of the development of DQ ir as a
function of cycling time (a–c) and cycle number (d–f) at various
indicated cycling currents and temperatures. The extrapolated red
areas in Figs. 3a–c represent the development of calendar ageing as

Fig. 2. (a) Three-dimensional representation of DQ ir measured upon cycling at
0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2C and plotted as a function of cycle number and time. The
capacity loss due to calendar ageing (red region) has been obtained by
extrapolation to I = 0C. (b) Ageing induced by cycling (red region) is obtained
by extrapolation to t = 0.

a function of time. It can be concluded that calendar ageing
increases logarithmically with time and is signiﬁcantly higher at
elevated temperatures. The extrapolated red areas for DQ ir as a
function of cycle number shown in Figs. 3d–f, unravel the inﬂuence
of cycling only and excludes calendar ageing. The capacity losses
related to cycling-induced ageing can be related to the accelerated
SEI formation due to the volumetric changes of the graphite
electrode and are found to increase linearly with cycle number.
Also in this case a strong temperature dependence is found.
The mathematical extrapolation approach, adopted in Figs. 2
and 3, offers a new but simple method to distinguish between the
individual contribution of calendar ageing and cycling-induced
ageing in the long-term cycling experiments. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that the inﬂuence of cycling time
and cycle number has been independently extracted from
conventional battery cycling experiments. Based on these analyses
the various ageing mechanisms can be analyzed and modeled in
more detail.
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peel



Fig. 3. Development of DQ ir and corresponding values for DQ ca
ir and DQ ir at 20 C, 40 C and 60 C as a function of time (a–c) and cycle number (d–f).

3.2. dV EMF =dQ analyses
dV EMF =dQ curves can easily be obtained from the extrapolated
EMF curves. It has been reported that analyses of dV EMF =dQ curves
is helpful to understand the detailed aging mechanisms during
cycling [4–6,48,49]. For clarity reasons, only the curves at 0.1 and
2C-rate at 20  C (a and b) and 60  C (c and d) are shown in Fig. 4 at
various cycle numbers. The three indicated regions I, II and III have
been deﬁned in Fig. 1b. The peaks in the dV EMF =dQ curves
correspond to the sloping regions in the EMF curves and the
depressions correspond to the plateaus. Generally dV=dQ curves
are normalized with respect to the battery fully discharge state.

However, in order to facilitate a proper analysis of the width of
regions I and II, all curves are aligned with respect to the ﬁrst peak
at approximately 0.8 Ah in the present work.
A small decrease of region I is observed in Fig. 4a, indicating that
only a small capacity loss is found during cycling at low current and
temperature. When the discharge current increases to 2C-rate
(Fig. 4b), the decrease of region I becomes somewhat larger,
indicating higher capacity losses at higher currents. The change of
region II at 20  C is negligible in both cases. However, the decrease
of region I during cycling becomes signiﬁcant at 60  C, even at
small current (Fig. 4c). In addition, the decrease of region II
becomes very pronounced at these high temperatures, especially

Fig. 4. The development of dVEMF =dQ curves at 0.1C (a and c) and 2C-rate (b and d) at 20  C and 60  C as a functions various indicated cycle numbers.

D. Li et al. / Electrochimica Acta 210 (2016) 445–455

at 2C (Fig. 4d). This becomes even more evident from the red
sloping lines, connecting the peaks of the various dV EMF =dQ curves.
The capacity losses of the individual regions, denoted by DQ Li;I,

DQ Li;II and DQ Li;III , are obtained from the dV EMF =dQ curves under all
cycling conditions. The speciﬁc values are summarized in Fig. 5 as a
function of cycle number for the various investigated temperatures
and discharge currents. It is found that DQ Li;I increases strongly
with increasing temperature (Figs. 5a–c). Strikingly, as shown in
Fig. 5a, DQ Li;I decreases to even negative values during the initial

stages of cycling at 1C and 2C. Both DQ Li;II (d–f) and DQ Li;III (g–i)
also increase as a function of cycle number.
3.3. XPS spectroscopy

Figs. 6a–c show the evolution of the C1 s spectra of the graphite
electrode dismantled from the batteries after 300 cycles at 20, 40
and 60  C, respectively, as a function of indicated sputtering time.
For clarity reasons, only the C1 s spectra at t = 60 s are deconvoluted
with respect to the peaks of C6 and the various SEI components.
The C1 s peak of C6 is located at 284.3–284.5 eV [50,51]. Peaks
located at higher binding energies are assigned to various
components of the SEI layers. For example, the peak at 286.5 eV
can be assigned to ðCH2 CH2 OÞn , that at 287.6 eV is corresponding to CH3 OLi, and that at 291 eV has been attributed to Li2 CO3 or
R  CH2 OCO2 Li [52].
The graphite signal could not be detected on the electrode
surface at t = 0 at all temperatures, indicating that the graphite
surface is covered by SEI layers. Interestingly, it is found that the
intensity of C1 s spectra of C6 (indicated by blue arrow) at
sputtering time of 60 s decreases as a function of temperature. The
intensity of the graphite C1 s spectra at 20  C is quite high as
indicated in Fig. 6a. It becomes less signiﬁcant at 40  C and turns to
be weak at 60  C as shown in Fig. 6b and c, respectively. It can be
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concluded that the thickness of SEI layers on the graphite electrode
increases as a function of temperature. After a longer sputtering
time the C6 signal becomes more and more signiﬁcant when the
bare graphite surface has been reached. It should be mentioned
that after rinsing some part of SEI may be removed. Therefore, the
real thickness of the SEI layers might be thicker than what has been
detected by XPS.
The Fe2p spectra for the graphite electrodes after cycling at
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 7. The peak located at
707.6 eV at 60  C (Fig. 7a) are assigned to Fe2p3/2 peak for metallic
iron. The slight shift of this Fe2p3/2 peak with respect to the
theoretical value of 706.8 eV is attributed to the interaction
between Fe and the atoms, such as O and F having high afﬁnity
energies [53]. No iron signals could be identiﬁed by XPS at 20 and
40  C.
Fig. 7b shows the development of the Fe2p spectra of the
graphite electrode cycled at 60  C at different sputtering times.
Hardly any iron is detected at t = 0 s, while the intensity becomes
signiﬁcant after t = 60 s. In contrast to the development of the C1 s
peak for C6 (Fig. 6c), the intensity of Fe2p spectra decreases after
longer sputtering times. Combining the results shown in Figs. 6c
and 7b it can be concluded that the iron clusters are embedded
inside the SEI layers, covering on the graphite electrode surface.
3.4. Raman spectroscopy
Confocal Raman spectroscopy provides structural and electronic information of various materials, thus it has been widely used to
also investigate graphitic materials [54–61]. Single crystalline
graphite belong to the D46h symmetry group [54,57], and the
vibrational modes are of the type 2E2g , 2B2g , E1u and A2u [56]. The
Raman spectra of graphite reveal a single mode at 1575 [54]  1580
[61] cm1, which has been assigned to the E2g mode. This so-called

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 5. The development of DQ Li;I (a–c), DQ Li;II (d–f) and DQ Li;III (g–i) as a function of cycle numbers at various currents (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2C-rate) and temperatures (20,
40 and 60  C). For comparative reasons the values of all axes are kept the same.
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Fig. 6. The evolution of the C1 s spectra of the dismantled graphite electrodes cycled at 20  C (a), 40  C (b) and 60  C (c) at 0.1C as a function of the indicated sputtering time.

G band is therefore considered to be characteristic for graphite
materials. In most commercial graphite materials a so-called D
band at 1360 cm1 is usually also observed. This D band is

Fe2p

Intensity (ARB)

(a)
60oC
40oC
20oC

740

Intensity (ARB)

(b)

720
Binding Energy / eV

700

commonly attributed to defects in the graphitic structure,
including bond length variations and angle disorder on an atomic
scale. In this respect graphitic surface edges are also considered to
be defects [59]. When the laser spot is probing these edges, even
when the bulk structure is perfect, the D peak will appear in the
spectra. Apart from the D band, another band at 1620 cm1
(D0 band) is also considered to be related to defects [61]. However,
the D0 band is much more difﬁcult to distinguish as it strongly
coincides with the large G band. The integrated intensity ratio ID =IG
between the D and G bands is widely used to qualitatively
characterize the amount of defects in graphite [54]. An increasing
ID =IG ratio implies an increasing number of materials defects.
The Raman spectra of the graphite electrodes measured after
cycling under various temperatures are shown in Fig. 8. The
presence of the D and D0 bands clearly indicates the existence of
defects in all graphite electrodes. The intensities of the G bands in
the various spectra are normalized with respect to each other. It is
found that the peak height of the D band increases, however,

Fe2p

320s
240s
180s
120s
60s
0s

740

720
Binding Energy / eV

700

Fig. 7. Fe2p spectra collected for a dismantled graphite electrode after cycling at
different temperatures after sputtering 60 s (a) and Fe2p spectra for graphite
electrode at 60  C at various sputtering times (b).

Fig. 8. Raman spectra of cycled graphite electrodes cycled at 0.1C at various
temperatures. The Gauss function was used to ﬁt the peaks (bold lines). The
intensities are normalized with respect to the G band.
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Fig. 9. Surface Raman maps of the ID =IG ratio of a 40mm  40mm graphite electrode area at pristine state (a) and after cycling at 2C-rate under 20 (b), 40 (c) and
60  C (d).

signiﬁcantly at higher temperatures, indicating that the structural
degradation of graphite electrodes at high temperature cycling is
more severe.
Fig. 9 shows the Raman ID =IG ratio mapping plots of the
uncycled graphite electrode (Fig. 9a) as well as the graphite
electrodes after cycling at various temperatures (Figs. 9b–d). The
low values of the ID =IG ratio represented by dark blue color indicate
a better crystalline structure of graphite. It can be seen that the
dark blue areas decrease with increasing temperature, implying
increased graphite disorder. The orange and red spots in the maps
indicate the inhomogeneity of graphite upon during cycling,
especially at higher temperatures.
4. Discussion
4.1. SEI formation
The SEI formation onto the graphite electrode is generally
considered to be the origin of the irreversible capacity losses in LFP
batteries [62]. The SEI formation during storage at various
temperatures has been systematically reported in our previous
work [4]. The details of the SEI formation under cycling conditions
will be discussed here. The various results show that iron
dissolution at elevated temperatures from the cathode and the
subsequent precipitation on the anode plays a signiﬁcant role in
the SEI formation [4]. In order to understand the mechanistic
details of these processes the following battery model is proposed
where both low and high temperature degradation are considered
in Fig. 10a and b, respectively.
Fig. 10a shows the low temperature case where the SEI
formation is considered to be the only process responsible for
aging. Dense and stable SEI layers play an important role in
protecting the layered structure of the graphite electrodes,

Fig. 10. SEI formation model under cycling conditions at low (a) and at elevated
temperatures (b).
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preventing solvent co-intercalation and, consequently, improving
the cycle life performance of Li-ion batteries. It has been argued
that the continuous growth of the SEI layers is controlled by the
electron tunneling process across the inner SEI layer. The tunneling
current is proportional to the surface area of the graphite electrode
[2,3].
It is well-known that the surface area of the graphite electrode
is changing during cycling due to the volume expansion and/or
fracturing of the electrode materials. The total surface area of the
graphite electrode can therefore be divided into two parts [2]: the

SEI-covered surface Acov and the freshly formed surface area
 
Af r induced by the cracking process, as schematically indicated
in Fig. 10a. Acov is assumed to be uniformly covered by the SEI layers
and is considered constant during cycling. Af r ; on the other hand, is
generated by SEI cracking due to the graphite volume expansion
and/or particle fracturing during cycling. The electron tunneling
probability is strongly determined by the thickness of the
inorganic inner SEI layer. The SEI formation on Acov is slow [2,3]
as the thickness of inner SEI layer has already been well developed.
The SEI formation on Af r , on the other hand, is much faster as the
fresh electrode surface area is directly exposed to solvent
molecules and the SEI layers will quickly be formed on the
uncovered graphite surface.
The continuous growth of the SEI layers at Acov lead to capacity
fr
losses, which are denoted by DQ cov
ir . The SEI layers formed at A
during charging and the peeling off during the subsequent

[2]. The
discharging lead to capacity losses, denoted by DQ peel
ir
total irreversible capacity loss DQ ir can then be written as the
summation of these two components
peel
DQ ir ¼ DQ cov
ir þ DQ ir :

ð2Þ

D
is determined by A , the total aging time ðtÞ and the
electrode potential [2]. If the battery is in the equilibrium state at
current = 0, DQ cov
ir obviously corresponds to calendar ageing losses
).
These
values have been extracted from the present
(DQ ca
ir
experiments by extrapolating the total irreversible capacity loss
to current zero, as shown in Figs. 2a and 3a–c. DQ ca
ir is found to
increase logarithmically in time (see e.g. Figs. 3a–c), which is in line
with the mathematical model presented before [2].
Q cov
ir

cov

DQ peel
represents the accumulated capacity losses due to the
ir
SEI-formation on fresh surfaces induced by cycling. As the volume
changes in each cycle can be considered more or less constant
under constant cycling conditions, the surface area generated by
these cracks can be considered constant in each cycle. When
furthermore is assumed that the duration of each cycle is
approximately constant for a given (dis)charge current, DQ peel
ir
can be represented by

DQ peel
¼ nx;
ir

ð3Þ

where x is the capacity loss per cycle and n is the cycle number.
DQ peel
has been extracted from the cycling experiments shown in
ir
Figs. 3d–f and was indeed found to increase linearly in cycle
number in accordance with Eq. (3).
Generally, elevated temperatures accelerate the kinetics of all
battery processes, including the charge transfer kinetics and
transport-related processes. The SEI formation rate at higher
temperatures is therefore also expected to be larger than that at
lower temperatures. Apart from the SEI formation processes
discussed in Fig. 10a, other deterioration processes may additionally be involved during cycling at elevated temperatures. Fig. 10b
schematically shows these additional processes.

It has been reported that under high temperature conditions
iron ions dissolve from the LiFePO4 cathode into the electrolyte by a
chemical exchange reaction with residual H+ in the electrolyte [35].
Subsequently, these metal ions diffuse/migrate to the anode where
they are electrochemically converted into metallic iron. The
precipitation of these iron ions has several disadvantages with
regard to the battery performance: (i) reduction of these ions will
consume part of the cyclable electrons leading to irreversible
capacity losses, (ii) the metal clusters can accelerate the SEI
formation by facilitating electronic transport and (iii) iron can
block the graphene layers, leading to partial inaccessibility of the
graphite electrode for Li intercalation. DQ ir is therefore expected to
be larger at elevated temperatures than at lower temperatures,
according to mechanism (i) and (ii). This has been shown to be the
case as the SEI layers are thicker at elevated temperatures,
according to the present XPS analyses (Fig. 6). The inaccessibility of
the graphite electrode related to mechanism (iii) will be discussed
in more detail in Section 4.2.
4.2. Graphite electrode decay
The properties of the individual electrodes in complete
batteries are usually measured by destructive diagnosis [9], i.e.
by dismantling the electrodes from the batteries and investigating
these afterwards. The disadvantage of these ex-situ measurements
is that the graphite electrode decay cannot be monitored real-time
during the whole aging process. However, non-destructive in-situ
analyses of the graphite electrode decay can be carried out based
on the present extrapolated dV EMF =dQ curves.
Region I, II, and III, identiﬁed in the dV EMF =dQ curves of Fig. 4,
are corresponding to the different voltage plateaus of the graphite
electrode. The width of these three regions, indicated by Q tLi;I, Q tLi;II
and Q tLi;III , are related to the amount of Li ions, occupying the
various sites in the corresponding voltage plateau regions. The
total decrease of these three regions corresponds to the total loss of
cyclable Li ions inside the battery. Interestingly, the development
of each individual region in the dV EMF =dQ curves can also unravel
other degradation processes, occurring inside the graphite
electrode as will be discussed below.
Since Li intercalation in the graphite electrode is always
thermodynamically initiated at high electrode potentials, i.e.
starting in region III, via region II, to become completed in region
I, the sites in region II are always fully occupied before the
intercalation of Li in region I starts under equilibrium (EMF)
conditions. Denoting the amount of sites for Li intercalation in the
graphite electrode in each voltage region by Q tC6 ;I, Q tC6 ;II and Q tC6 ;III ,
battery region II in the dV EMF =dQ curves (Q tLi;II ) must be equal to the
total amount of available sites in voltage plateau region II of the
graphite electrode (Q tC6 ;II ). The decrease of Q tC6 ;II can now be related
to the decrease of battery storage capacity corresponding to region
II

DQ Li;II ¼ DQ C6 ;II :
Q tC6 ;I ,

Q tC6 ;II

and

ð4Þ
Q tC6 ;III

are related to the stoichiometric index x of

Li in Lix C6 . It is generally assumed that 0:5  x  1 for Q tC6 ;I, 0:25 
x  0:5 for Q tC6 ;II and 0  x  0:25 for Q tC6 ;III [46,47]. Therefore, Q tC6 ;I
and Q tC6 ;III can be represented by
Q tC6 ;I ¼ 2Q tC6 ;II ;

ð5Þ

Q tC6 ;III ¼ Q tC6 ;II :

ð6Þ
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The total amount of sites available for Li intercalation in the
graphite electrode can consequently be written as
Q tC6 ¼ 4Q tC6 ;II :

ð7Þ

The reduction of Q tC6 is therefore,
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DQ ir and DQ C6 at 2C are summarized in Figs. 11d–f. It is found that

both DQ ir and DQ C6 are small at 20  C but become much more
signiﬁcant at 60  C. The graphite degradation rate is always higher
under these cycling conditions. It can be seen in Fig. 11c that Q C6
crosses the initial battery storage capacity (Q 0max ) after about 1000

ð8Þ

cycles but as Q tmax is still lower than the graphite electrode this has
no inﬂuence on the battery performance. However, on the basis of

Combining with the battery storage capacity (Eq. (4)) with the
graphite storage capacity (Eq. (8)) leads to

the present results it is to be expected that Q C6 and Q tmax will cross
with each other after long-term cycling. In that case it is predicted
that a second slope will occur in the cycle life plots, which is often
seen in the cycle life characteristics of Li-ion batteries.
Graphite degradation is considered to be induced by (i)
structural deformation of the graphite electrode and (ii) iron
deposition onto the graphite electrode. Structural deformations
are generally attributed to the volume changes in graphite
electrode during cycling. These volume changes induce stress,
which leads to a poor connection between the graphite particles as
well as cracking of the graphite particles. The isolated graphite
particles therefore become inaccessible and this will result in an
increase of DQ C6 . Structural deformation of graphite electrodes has
been conﬁrmed by Raman analyses (Figs. 8 and 9).

DQ C6 ¼ 4DQ C6 ;II :

DQ C6 ¼ 4DQ Li;II :

ð9Þ

The change of the second battery voltage plateau can therefore
be considered as an indicator of active material losses of the
graphite electrode.
The graphite electrode decay (DQ C6 ) has been calculated on the

basis of DQ Li;II (Figs. 5d–f), according to Eq. (9). Figs. 11 a–c show
the development of Q tmax and the calculated values for Q C6 as a
function of cycle number obtained at various cycling currents (0.1,
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 C-rate) and temperatures (20, 40 and 60  C). The
development found for Q tmax for the high current (2C) cases are
schematically indicated by the shaded areas. The development of

Fig. 11. Maximum capacity of battery as well as graphite electrode decay as a function of cycle number under various current loading conditions (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 C-rate) at
20  C (a), 40  C (b) and 60  C (c). The gray ﬁlled areas indicate the irreversible capacity losses (DQ ir ) and the capacity loss of graphite electrode (DQ C6 ). (d–f) show the
development of DQ ir and DQ C6 under 2C-rate at 20, 40 and 60  C, respectively.
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LiFePO4 is considered to be a stable cathode material at
moderate temperatures. From the XPS analyses in Fig. 7a, it has
been conﬁrmed that no iron precipitation occurred on the graphite
electrode at 20 and 40  C. However, the Fe2p signal was clearly
detected when the graphite electrode was cycled at 60  C,
indicating severe cathode dissolution at elevated temperatures.
Precipitated iron partially block the graphene layers leading to
inaccessibility of graphite particles, as schematically indicated in
Fig. 10b.
The aging results and the related ageing mechanisms for LFP
batteries under storage conditions [4] and cycling conditions
discussed in the present paper will be modelled in more detail in a
forthcoming publication.
5. Conclusions
The irreversible capacity losses and electrode material degradation of C6 =LiFePO4 batteries have been systematically investigated during cycling under various current loading and
temperature conditions. The individual contribution of cycle
number and time has been discriminated by a mathematical
extrapolation method. The capacity loss in calendar aging (DQ ca
ir ) at
equilibrium state has been determined by extrapolation from DQ ir
on the basis of current. DQ ca
ir is found to increase logarithmically
with respect to time. The capacity loss due to cracks (DQ peel
)
ir
induced by electrode volume changes has been obtained by
extrapolation from DQ ir on the basis of time. The growth of DQ peel
ir
peel
is found to be linear with cycle number. Both DQ ca
are
ir and DQ ir
temperature dependent.
The inaccessibility of graphite electrode has been investigated
at various cycling conditions on the basis of detailed analyses of
dV EMF =dQ curves. The capacity decline of graphite electrode (DQ C6 )

has been quantitatively calculated on the basis of DQ Li;II obtained
from dV EMF =dQ curves. Both temperature and current are found to
have an inﬂuence on graphite inaccessibility. DQ C6 is found to be
minor at lower temperatures while signiﬁcant at elevated
temperatures. DQ C6 at higher current is also observed to be larger
than at lower current. Generally, the increase of DQ C6 is found to be

faster than the speed of DQ ir especially at higher temperatures. The
graphite degradation is concluded to be a consequence of graphite
structural deterioration as well as metal deposit on anode, which
have been conﬁrmed by Raman and XPS analyses, respectively. The
cathode dissolution which is mainly temperature related is also
conﬁrmed by the Fe analyses on graphite electrode by XPS.
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